
Preface

We are still surrounded by Roman emperors. It is now almost two millen-
nia since the ancient city of Rome ceased to be capital of an empire, but 
even now— in the West at least— almost everyone recognises the name, 
and sometimes even the look, of Julius Caesar or Nero. Their faces not 
only stare at us from museum shelves or gallery walls; they feature in films, 
advertisements and newspaper cartoons. It takes very little (a laurel wreath, 
toga, lyre and some background flames) for a satirist to turn a modern 
politician into a ‘Nero fiddling while Rome burns’, and most of us get the 
point. Over the last five hundred years or so, these emperors and some of 
their wives and mothers, sons and daughters, have been recreated count-
less times in paint and tapestry, silver and ceramic, marble and bronze.  
My guess is that, before ‘the age of mechanical reproduction’, there were 
more images in Western art of Roman emperors than of any other human 
figures, with the exception of Jesus, the Virgin Mary and a small handful 
of saints. Caligula and Claudius continue to resonate across centuries and 
continents in a way that Charlemagne, Charles V or Henry VIII do not. 
Their influence goes far beyond the library or lecture room.

I have lived more intimately than most people with these ancient rulers. 
For forty years now they have been a large part of my job. I have scrutinised 
their words, from their legal judgements to their jokes. I have analysed the 
basis of their power, unpicked their rules of succession (or lack of them), 
and often enough deplored their domination. I have peered at their heads 
on cameos and coins. And I have taught students to enjoy, and to interro-
gate closely, what Roman writers chose to say about them. The lurid stories 
of the emperor Tiberius’s antics in his swimming pool on the island of 
Capri, the rumours of Nero’s lust for his mother or of what Domitian did 
to flies (torture with them with his pen nib) have always gone down well in 
the modern imagination and they certainly tell us a good deal about ancient 
Roman fears and fantasies. But— as I have repeatedly insisted to those who 
would love to take them at face value— they are not necessarily ‘true’ in the 
usual sense of the word. I have been by profession a classicist, historian, 
teacher, sceptic and occasional killjoy.

In this book, I am shifting my focus, onto the modern images of emper-
ors that surround us, and I am asking some of the most basic questions about 
how and why they were produced. Why have artists since the Renaissance 
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chosen to depict these ancient characters in such large numbers and in such 
a variety of ways? Why have customers chosen to buy them, whether in the 
form of lavish sculptures or cheap plaques and prints? What do the faces 
of long- dead autocrats, many more with a reputation for villainy than for 
heroism, mean to modern audiences?

The ancient emperors themselves are very important characters in 
the chapters that follow, especially the first ‘Twelve Caesars’, as they are 
now often known— from Julius Caesar (assassinated in 44 BCE) to the 
fly- torturing Domitian (assassinated in 96 CE), via Tiberius, Caligula and 
Nero, among others (Table 1). Almost all the modern works of art that 
I discuss were produced in dialogue with the Romans’ own representa-
tions of their rulers, and with all those ancient stories, far- fetched though 
they might be, of their deeds and misdeeds. But in this book the emperors 
themselves share the spotlight with a wide range of modern artists: some, 
like Mantegna, Titian or Alma- Tadema, are well known in the Western 
tradition; others are drawn from generations of now anonymous weavers, 
cabinet- makers, silversmiths, printers and ceramicists who created some 
of the most striking and influential images of these Caesars. They share 
the spotlight too with a selection of the Renaissance humanists, antiquari-
ans, scholars and modern archaeologists who have turned their energies to 
identifying or reconstructing— wrongly or rightly— these ancient faces of 
power, and with the even wider range of people, from cleaners to courtiers, 
who have been impressed, enraged, bored or puzzled by what they saw. In 
other words, I am not only interested in the emperors themselves or in the 
artists who have recreated them, but in the rest of us who look.

There are, I hope, some surprises in store, and some unexpectedly 
‘extreme’ art history. We shall be meeting emperors in very unlikely places, 
from chocolates to sixteenth- century wallpaper and gaudy eighteenth- 
century waxwork. We shall be puzzling over statues whose date is even now 
so disputed that no one can agree whether they are ancient Roman, modern 
pastiches, fakes or replicas, or creative Renaissance tributes to the imperial 
tradition. We shall be reflecting on why so many of these images have been 
imaginatively re- identified or persistently confused over hundreds of years: 
one emperor taken for another, mothers and daughters mixed up, female 
characters in the history of Rome (mis)interpreted as male, or vice versa. 
And we shall be reconstructing, from surviving copies and other faint hints, 
a lost series of Roman imperial faces from the sixteenth century, which are 
now almost universally forgotten, but which were once so familiar that 
they defined how people across Europe commonly imagined the Caesars. 
My aim is to show why images of these Roman emperors— autocrats and 
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tyrants though they may have been— still matter in the history of art and 
culture.

The origins of this book lie in the A. W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine 
Arts that I delivered in Washington, DC, during the spring of 2011. Since 
then I have discovered new material, drawn new connections and explored 
some of my case studies in greater detail (and in different directions). But 
the book starts, and ends, as the lecture series did, with a curious object 
that once stood just a stone’s throw from the auditorium in the National 
Gallery of Art, where I was speaking: not a portrait of an emperor, but a 
large Roman marble coffin, or sarcophagus, which— so it was believed, and 
hyped, by some— had once served as an emperor’s last resting place.




